Nevertheless, the follow up obituary tribute was even more interesting:
We returned from dinner at the Turf Club to the fifteenth Scottish general hospital (his base) to be told that there was an unconscious man in the operating theatre. He had cut his throat in a hotel and had lost a lot of blood. Buttle said, "Give him some 0 blood, while I find out who he is." After nearly three pints the patient was coming round and getting restless. Buttle returned and said, "Catch your train back to Alexandria; I will take over." I should be re-examined and that doctors should not contravene any code in quoting published material. For the ordinary citizen confidentiality is an entitlement during life and for some time after death; for the national decision maker I doubt whether it can be. In their lifetimes the lay journalist has a legitimate interest in the health of the great (witness the current hullabaloo about Andropov); once they are dead the historian needs to be able to evaluate the possible influence of illness on important decisions. Just as politicians recognise that they can be talked and written about in terms that would entitle a layman to sue for libel, I believe that they would accept that their health is a public concern. As a historian, Malcolm Elwin, pointed out in The Times correspondence about Lord Moran:
"If Sir Winston Churchill had felt impelled by his infirmities to withdraw from public into private life, then an intrusion might have been justly resented by his family representatives. But rightly or wrongly Sir Winston in 1951 elected to continue in public life and therefore all personal information about him is legitimate and possibly essential material for the historian and biographer."
Perhaps Lord Moran should have waited 30 years to release the medical information, the delay laid down for most government documents, and it may be that good taste would suggest that the facts should have been made available to scholars as documents (as occurred last week) rather than published as a book. On the other hand, the historian Denis Brogan (who, like Leslie Witts in his BMJ review, was in no doubt about the value of Moran's book for scholars) thought that there was some advantage in publishing such records while some of the people were still alive and could answer the points raised-and the recent Reith lecturer, Sir Douglas Wass, has argued for a shorter period than the 30 year limit.
All this, of course, is not necessarily to say that doctors should aid and abet historians, but there is a cogent case for ensuring that the facts are right. Thus, secondly, I believe that doctors should be allowed to give details in public about the illness of a dead person where this will serve to correct a serious error and rehabilitate an individual's reputation. Wingate's attempted suicide is one such example; another is Lord Northcliffe's alleged neurosyphilis-which was shown in a letter to The Times by a former house physician of Lord Horder to have really been subacute bacterial endocarditis.
Effect on historians
Thirdly, the GMC needs to examine the effects of its code on the historian. At present the code is founded on statute law rather than case law and inevitably absurdities will result. It puts the historian with a medical qualification at a disadvantage compared with his lay colleagues; in particular, it does not specify any time limit for disclosure-is one behaving unethically, for Fourthly, medical editors are sometimes placed in difficulties over accounts in obituaries. Usually these cloak the details of a person's final illness in conventional phrases, but sometimes they give full clinical descriptions; given that such accounts may be written by the person's own doctor or colleagues, does this contravene the code of confidentiality, even though the relatives are happy for the details to be given?
As an example, a few weeks ago the BMJ was asked by two doctors to publish an obituary tribute to Professor Dorothy Russell; this stated that she wished it to be known that until middle age she had suffered from epilepsy, as this fact would encourage those with the same condition. Knowing that the writers were eminent in their specialty, and that this was just the sort of attitude Dorothy Russell would have taken, we had no hesitation in printing the tribute-but again this decision could be challenged on a strict interpretation of the code of confidentiality.
Finally, it needs to be pointed out that people other than doctors have had agonising decisions to take about making personal facts public. Such a problem was faced by Nigel Nicolson in deciding whether to publish the moving and revealing account by his mother, Vita Sackville-West, of her lesbian relationship with Violet Trefusis. "I do not believe," Nicolson wrote in his introduction to Portrait of a Marriage, "that she would deplore the revelation of her secret, knowing that it could help and encourage those similarly placed today" adding "let not the reader condemn in ten minutes what I have pondered for ten years."
Clearly decisions of these kinds must depend on the motive behind publication rather than the mere facts as stated. Every case must be judged on its merits, and there is an urgent need to reconsider the whole issue. In my view the GMC should consider doing this.
How it strikes a historian IRVINE LOUDON
In the nineteenth century it was certainly common for medical men to write, and editors of medical periodicals to publish, clinical details in obituary notices. Before 1850 clinical reports on the last illness of medical men and postmortem reports were very often included in published obituaries, and someone who has examined thousands of such obituaries assures me that no one ever complained nor was there ever evidence of permission being sought prior to publication. No 
